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CRACK!!! CRUNCH!!! YUMMM!!!

Daddy woke and said, “What’s that noise?”
Daddy discovered a dirty delinquent doing a dreadful deed, DECAPITATING GINGERBREAD MEN!!!

“CURB YOUR CRAVING CRAZY CUDDLES, CATS DON’T EAT GINGERBREAD!” shouted Daddy.

Cuddles hisses, “Fine I’ll make my own.”

“Brave, come! Mission Gingerbread is about to begin” Cuddles whispered sharply.

“Ok, Cuddles. Where are we going?” asks Brave.
“We are going to CATSCO! We need my shopping list. I’ll drive and you do the gas” explained Cuddles.

Cuddles weaved down the road in Daddy’s car. “More gas Brave!!! We must go faster” Cuddles commanded.

“Ok, Cuddles” said Brave. Suddenly a stream of toxic gas filled the car.

“NOT THAT TYPE OF GAS” Cuddles gasps as she rolls down the window!
The criminals crept into CATSCO. Brave corralled the rats to do Cuddles bidding.

“Listen edible employees, here’s my gingerbread shopping list. Team #1 bring a jar of fiery hot sauce. Team #2 bring a delicious duster and the moldiest blue cheese. Team #3 bring a bulging bag of beef jerky and a giant jar of peanut butter” ordered Cuddles.

One of the rats whispered, “Gingerbread does not have dusters.” The rat’s friend responded quietly “I’m not going to tell HER that!”

Brave packed the ingredients and the edible employees, in case they needed a snack, into Daddy’s car.
When they returned home Cuddles said, “edible employees, pour all the ingredients into a pile and mash it together with your feet.”

They poured the hot sauce, duster, blue cheese, peanut butter and beef jerky into a pile on the floor and began mashing it with their tiny paws and whipping it with their tails. Splatters coated the kitchen.

“Brave stop snacking and open the oven” said Cuddles.

Cuddles slid the tray in and closed the oven saying, “now we wait.”
Suddenly there was an explosion!
Daddy rushed in and stood horrified at the disaster. Rats and food hung from the ceiling.

"CUDDLES!" shouted Daddy.
A couple days later Brave ordered premade Gingerbread online for Cuddles.

Moral
A Sister always has your back.